
Cutting Instructions
NOTE: All cuts are shown as width x height. 

1. Print the TWO pattern pieces: Right Tall Pocket Pattern
and Left Tall Pocket Pattern. Cut out the pattern pieces
along the solid line.

2. From the feature fabric for the main mat top and
backing (Aqua XOX in our sample), cut TWO 30“ x 24” 
rectangles.

3. From the feature fabric for the tall pockets and thread
catcher (Aqua Heart Tiles in our sample), cut the
following: 
ONE 22” x 6½” rectangle for the center tall pocket panel.
Fussy cut so motif is straight along upper edge. 
ONE 13” x 8” rectangle for the thread catcher exterior.
Fussy cut so motif is straight along upper edge. 
Using the pattern pieces, cut ONE Right Tall Pocket and
one Left Tall Pocket.

4. From the feature fabric for the short pockets and linings
(Aqua Dots in our sample), cut the following: 
ONE 12½” x 4½” rectangle for the left short pocket 
ONE 8” x 4½” high rectangle for right short pocket 
ONE 25½” x 4½” rectangle for short pocket lining 
Using the pattern pieces, cut ONE Right Tall Pocket and
one Left Tall Pocket. Remember, these are the LINING
pieces. Flip over the paper patterns (wrong side up) to
cut so the lining matches up correctly with the exterior. 

ONE 22” x 6½” rectangle for center tall pocket lining 
ONE 13” x 8” rectangle for thread catcher lining 

5. From the solid fabric for short center pocket and
decorative stitching panels (PDF Bleached White in our
sample), cut the following: 
ONE 5” x 36” strip for the LEFT dec stitch base panel +
thread catcher base panel
ONE 5” x 26” strip for the RIGHT dec stitch base panel 
ONE 9” x 6” rectangle for short center pocket dec stitch
base panel 
ONE 5½” x 3” rectangle for the buttonhole tab

6. From the solid fabric for binding and piping (Red in our
sample), cut the following: 
ONE 1½” x 34” strip, on the bias, for the tall pocket
piping 
ONE 1½” x 26” strip, on the bias, for the short pocket
piping 
ONE 1½” x 13” strip for the thread catcher piping 
From the remaining fabric, straight cut enough 2” wide
strips to equal about 108” in length for the binding

7. From the fusible fleece, cut ONE 30” x 24” rectangles.

8. From the mid-weight fusible interfacing, cut the
following:
ONE 12” x 4” for the left short pocket exterior 
ONE 7” x 4” rectangle for the right short pocket exterior 
ONE 21” x 6” rectangle for the center tall pocket exterior 
TWO 2” x 23” strips for the right and left dec stitch base
panels 
ONE 2” x 7” strip for the thread catcher dec stitch base
panel 
ONE 6” x 4” rectangle for the short center pocket 
ONE 4½” x 1” strip for the buttonhole tab 
ONE 12” x 7” rectangle for the thread catcher 
Trim the Tall Pocket Pattern pieces along the dotted
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seam allowance line, then use these trimmed patterns
to cut ONE from each pattern. Make sure you are
pinning on the the correct side of the fusible to insure
it will match up to the wrong side of the exterior fabric
panels.

9. From the tearaway stabilizer, cut the following strips for
the dec stitch base panels: ONE at 5” x 36”, ONE AT 5” x
24”, and ONE at 9” x 6”.

8. continued
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